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1. Introduction

H. Torunczyk presents characterizations of both Hilbert cube manifolds

[Torunczyk, 1980] and Hilbert space manifolds [Torunczyk, 1981] in terms of
geometric general position properties. Since the pseudo-interior s of the

Hilbert cube is homeomorphic to the separable Hilbert space [Anderson,
1966], we shall use the term s-manifold for separable Hilbert space manifold.
[Daverman and Walsh, 1981] refine Torunczyk’s Hilbert cube manifold char-
acterization and obtain a characterization in terms of homological general
position properties that allows them to characterize those spaces whose

product with some finite-dimensional space is a Hilbert cube manifold. The
Daverman-Walsh program for homologically characterizing manifolds and
their essential factors fails in the setting of s-manifolds as shown by examples
constructed in [Bestvina et al., 1986]. It is the purpose of this paper to prove
that the Daverman-Walsh program succeeds to a great extent in the boundary
set setting, which occurs whenever the spaces under consideration have nice
ANR local compactifications. In particular, s-manifolds are characterized as
precisely those complements of a-Z-sets in locally compact separable ANR’s
that satisfy the discrete carriers property (homological general positioning)
and the discrete 2-cells property (minimal geometric general positioning). This
leads to a characterization of those spaces in the boundary set setting whose
product with some finite-dimensional space from a particular class of spaces is
an s-manifold.

After presenting the Torunczyk and Daverman-Walsh characterization the-
orems in Section 2, the main results of this paper are presented in Section 3.
Section 4 presents characterizations of those a-Z-sets in locally compact
separable ANR’s whose complements satisfy various geometric general posi-
tion properties (discrete cells properties) while Section 5 presents such char-
acterizations for those whose complements satisfy various homological general
position properties (discrete carriers properties). In Section 6, some ’Hurewicz
type’ theorems are proved that relate these geometric and homological general
position properties to one another. The proofs of the main results are

presented in Section 7 while applications are presented in Section 8. Section 9
includes a brief problem list and discussion of the most important unresolved
problem that arises from this paper.
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Terminology and notation

All spaces are separable and metric and maps are continuous. For a space X,
idX denotes the identity map. If a metric on X is fixed, dist denotes distance
and diam denotes diameter with respect to the fixed metric. The Hilbert cube
I°° is the countable infinite product of intervals [ - 1, 1] and s is its pseudo-in-
terior. I n and sn denote respectively the standard n-cell and the standard

n-sphere. A I’-manifold (respectively s-manifold) is a separable metric space
locally modeled on I~ (respectively, s ). An ANR is an absolute neighborhood
retract for metric spaces.

If W is a collection of subsets of a space X and A is a subset of X, then
st(A, A) is the union of all elements of W that hit A. st.91 denotes the
collection {st(A, A)|A ~ A} and st2.91 denotes st(st.9l) If e is another
collection of subsets of X, then W refines 9 if each member of .91 is
contained in some member of e and W star-refines B if st.91 refines B. If Y
is a subset of X, A~ Y denotes the collection {A~Y|A~A}. Usually d
and E3 will denote open covers of X. Observe that we do not require
~A= ~B for W to refine f1l.

If d/1 is an open cover of Y and f and g are maps of X into Y, then f is
d/1-close to g, or a u-approximation to g, provided {f(x), g(x)} is contained
in some member of Od for each x E X. If K is an abstract simplicial complex,
K (n ) denotes its n-skeleton while |K1 denotes a standard geometric realiza-
tion of K equipped with the metric topology. Since all complexes in this paper
are locally finite, the metric topology coincides with the Whitehead topology.
If W is an open cover of X, then N(A) denotes the abstract nerve of .91
whose 0-skeleton is W.

Hq denotes Cech homology with integer coefficients while Hq denotes either
singular or simplicial homology with integer coefficients. The context should
make the meaning clear (Hq(K) denotes singular theory if K is a space and
simplicial theory if K is a complex). Hq denotes the corresponding reduced
homology. i * usually denotes an appropriate inclusion-induced homomor-
phism on homology. If f : X - Y is a map, f# denotes the induced homomor-
phism on the singular chain complex and f * denotes the induced homomor-
phism on homology. If c = 03A3nifi is a singular chain in X, then c | denotes
the support of c, that is, |c| = U im fi. A singular chain c in X is carried by
a subset A of X if 1 cie A. N denotes the positive integers and oc + 1 and
~-1 both mean oo . -

2. Discrète properties and Torunczyk’s characterization theorems

A collection C of subsets of a space X is discrete in X provided every point in
X has a neighborhood that meets at most one member of D. A space X
satisfies the discrete n-cells property for a given n E N ~ {0, ~} if for each

map f : ~~i=1Ini ~ X of the countable free union of n-cells into X (oo-cell =
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Hilbert cube) and each open cover e of X there exists a u-approximation
g : ~~i=1Ini ~ X to f for which {g(Ini)}~i=1 is discrete in X. [Torunczyk, 1981] 
has obtained the following characterization of s-manifolds in terms of the
discrete oo-cells property, usually referred to as the discrete approximation
property.

2.1. Torunczyk’s s-manifold characterization theorem [Torunczyk, 1981]

A topologically complete separable ANR X is an s-manifold if and only if X
satisfies the discrete approximation property.

Previous to Torunczyk’s s-manifold characterization, [Torunczyk, 1980] ob-
tained a characterization of I~-manifolds in the same spirit as 2.1.

2.2. Torunczyk’s loo-manifold characterization theorem [Torunczyk 1980]

A locally compact separable ANR X is a I~-manifold if and only if X satisfies
the disjoint cells property.

Recall that a space X satisfies the disjoint n-cells property for some n E N U
(0, ~} provided every pair of maps of the n-cell into X is approximable by a
pair of maps whose images are disjoint. A space X satisfies the disjoint cells
property provided it satisfies the disjoint n-cells property for all positive
integers n, equivalently, provided it satisfies the disjoint oo-cells property
(usually called the disjoint Hilbert cubes property).

[Daverman and Walsh, 1981] refine Torunczyk’s loo-manifold characteriza-
tion and obtain a ’homological characterization’ of I~-manifolds that allows
them to characterize essential I~-manifold factors, those spaces whose product
with some finite-dimensional space is a I~-manifold. The Daverman-Walsh
characterizations are stated after some preliminary definitions. Let V~U be
open subsets of a space X and z E Hq(U, V) for some integer q  0; a

compact pair (C, aC) c (U, Tl) is said to be a Cech carrier for z provided

where i* is the inclusion-induced homomorphism. A space X is said to have
the disjoint Cech carriers property provided for open sets VI c U1 and Tl2 c U2
and elements z1Hq(1)(U1, Vi) and Z2 E Hq(2) (U2, V2) for integers q(l), q(2)
0, there are Cech carriers (C1, 8Ci) for zi and ( C2 , a C2 ) for z2 with

C1 n C2 = cp.

2.3. Daverman-Walsh homological characterization of I~-manifolds [Daverman
and Walsh, 1981]
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A locally compact separable ANR X is a I~-manifold if and only if X satisfies
the disjoint Cech carriers property and the disjoint 2-cells property.

This theorem roughly states that a suitably nice space is a I~-manifold

provided it looks like a loo-manifold homologically and satisfies a minimal
amount of geometric general positioning. This reflects the philosophy inherent
in the characterization of finite-dimensional manifolds that stems from the
work of [Cannon, 1979], [Edwards, 1977], and [Quinn, 1979]. As a corollary of
their proof of 2.3., Daverman and Walsh obtain the following characterization
of essential loo-manifold factors.

2.4. COROLLARY [Daverman and Walsh, 1981]. A locally compact separable
ANR X is an essential I’-manifold factor if and only if X satisfies the disjoint
Cech carriers property.

Daverman and Walsh then obtain a candidate for a ’minimal’ finite-dimen-
sional factor to multiply an essential factor by in order to obtain a manifold.

2.5. COROLLARY [Daverman and Walsh, 1981]. A locally compact separable
ANR X is an essential I’-manifold factor if and only if X  [0, 1]2 is a

I~-manifold.

It is unknown whether or not the square [0, 1]2 can be replaced by the unit
interval [0, 1] in 2.5., however, the results of [Bowers, 1985a] coupled with
those of [Daverman and Walsh, 1981] alow one to replace the square by a
compact 1-dimensional AR. In particular, let T be a dendrite (= compact
1-dimensional AR) whose endpoints are dense. The following corollary is a
consequence of ([Daverman and Walsh, 1981], Corollary 6.4) and ([Bowers,
1985a], Theorem 2.1).

2.6. COROLLARY. A locally compact separable ANR X is an essential I’-mani-
fold factor if and only if X X T is a loo-manifold.

It was hoped that the Daverman-Walsh program would provide a homological
characterization of s-manifolds leading to a characterization of essential

s-manifold factors, those spaces whose product with a finite-dimensional space
is an s-manifold. Unfortunately, the Daverman-Walsh program fails in the
non-locally compact setting of s as shown by examples constructed by
[Bestvina et al., 1986]. Further examples and results of [Bestvina, to appear]
make clear how incomplete is our understanding of essential s-manifold
factors and the homological structure that is essential for s-manifolds. How-
ever, as stated in the introduction, it is the purpose of this paper to prove that
the Daverman-Walsh program succeeds to a great extent in the special case
known as the boundary set setting, which occurs whenever the spaces under
consideration have ’nice’ ANR local compactifications (see Section 3). We
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close this section with the definition of the s-manifold version of the disjoint
Cech carriers property.
A (singular) carrier for an element z ~ Hq(U, V) for V ~ U subsets of a

space X and integer q  0 is a pair of compact sets ( C, ~C) ~ (U, V) such that

k

where i* is the inclusion-induced homomorphism. For example, if c =  nlfl
E z is a singular chain, C = |c| and 8C = |~c| 1 form a carrier for z. A space X
is said to satisfy the discrete k-carriers property provided for every open cover
4% of X and sequence {zj~Hq(j)(Uj, Vj)}~j=1 of homology elements where
q(j)  k and MJ c LJ are open in X, there exists for each j a carrier

for i*(zj), where

is the inclusion-induced homomorphism, such that {Cj}~j=1 1 forms a discrete
family in X. In words, X satisfies the discrete k-carriers property provided
every sequence of k-dimensional homology elements can be made discrete by
cover close moves. If we remove the restriction q(j)  k on the sequence
{zj}~j=1 of homology elements in the definition of the discrete k-carriers

property, we arrive at the definition of the discrete carriers property.

3. The main results

A closed subset F of an ANR space X is said to be a Z-set (in X) provided
for each open cover 4% of X, there exists a map f : X - X - F that is u-close
to id x. A countable union of Z-sets in called a Q-Z-set and in a topologically
complete ANR X, the identity map on X is approximable with cover close
controls by maps whose images miss any given 03C3-Z-set in X. A Q-Z-set B in a
I~-manifold M is called a boundary set (in M) provided M - B is an
s-manifold. [Curtis, 1985] extensively has studied boundary sets in the Hilbert
cube and has characterized them in terms of their intrinsic local homotopy
properties in conjunction with extrinsic properties of their embeddings into
I~. This paper provides a characterization of boundary set complements in
terms of the intrinsic homological structure of those complements combined
with a minimal amount of geometric general positioning. This allows us to
characterize certain essential s-manifold factors that arise in this boundary set
setting. We shall use the phrase boundary set setting to refer to the setting in
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which all spaces under consideration arise as complements of a-Z-sets in
locally compact separable ANR’s. If X is such a space, that is, if X = Y - F
for some a-Z-set F in a locally compact separable ANR Y, we shall say that
X has a nice ANR local compactification. Observe that such a space X is a
topologically complete separable ANR [Torunczyk, 1978]. It is worth pointing
out that every s-manifold has a nice ANR local compactification, however, in
order to conclude on the strength of the characterization theorem stated below
that a given space X is an s-manifold, it must be known a priori that X has a
nice ANR local compactification.

The following characterization theorem is the s-manifold version of the
Daverman-Walsh characterization 2.3. (see [Daverman and Walsh, 1981],
Theorem 6.1).

3.1. THEOREM. A space X is an s-manifold if and only if X has a nice ANR local
compactification and X satisfies the discrete carriers property and the discrete
2-cells property.

The Theorem is false if we delete the hypothesis that X have a nice ANR local
compactification. [Bestvina et al., 1986] present examples of topologically
complete separable ANR’s that satisfy the discrete carriers property and the
discrete 2-cells property, yet fail to be s-manifolds. 

Only the results of Section 6 along with Theorem 4.5. are needed for the
proof of 3.1. We develop the machinery to prove the next theorem in Sections
4 and 5. A denotes a dendrite (= compact 1-dimensional AR) whose end-
points are dense.

3.2. THEOREM. Let X = X - F where F is a dense a-Z-set in the locally compact
separable ANR X and let A = A - Fo where Fo is a dense a-compact collection of
endpoints of the dendrite A. The following are equivalent:

i ) X satisfies the discrete carriers property;
ii ) X satisfies the discrete n-carriers property for all non-negative integers n;

iii ) F is proximately 1cOO rel X (see Section 5);
iv ) X X A is an s-manifold;
v) X  An is an s-manifold for all positive integers n, where An denotes the

n-fold product of A with itself;
vi ) X  An is an s-manifold for some positive integer n.

Again, 3.2. is false without the assumption that X have a nice ANR local
compactification. Examples are constructed in [Bestvina et al., 1986] of

topologically complete separable ANR’s that satisfy the discrete carriers

property yet fail to become s-manifolds upon multiplication by any finite-di-
mensional space. [Bestvina, to appear], modulo the construction of certain
examples in homotopy theory, produces an example for each integer n &#x3E; 1 of a

space X for which X X An is an s-manifold while X X An -1 is not an

s-manifold.
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It is desirable to replace statement vi) of 3.2. by the statement
vi)’ X X B is an s-manifold for some finite-dimensional space B.
If 3.2 is true with vi)’ in place of vi), then the Daverman-Walsh program for
I~-manifolds parallels exactly the program for s-manifolds in the boundary
set setting. Presently, it is unknown whether or not vi)’ implies i). See Section
9.

4. Detecting discrète cells properties

In order to prove the results of Section 3, it is important to be able to detect
readily which of the discrete properties the complement of a a-Z-set in a
locally compact separable ANR satisfies. In this Section, we introduce various
local homotopy properties that such a a-Z-set might possess that would

guarantee that its complement does satisfy particular discrete cells properties.

4.1. Definition. For a non-negative integer n, a subset F of a space X is locally
n-connected rel X provided for every x E X and neighborhood U of x in X,
there exists a neighborhood V of x in X such that every map f : Sn ~ V~F is
null-homotopic in U ~ F. F is LCnrel X provided F is dense in X and is
locally i-connected rel X for 0  i  n, and F is LC°° rel X provided F is
dense in X and is LC’ rel X for all i  0. We shall say that F is LC-1 rel X if
F is dense in X.

The property of being LC n rel X is not an intrinsic property of the subset F
of X. Rather, this property combines an intrinsic property of F with a

property of the particular embedding of F into X. Indeed, a dense subset F is
LCn rel X if and only if F is a LC n space and X - F is a LCC n subset of X,
the former property being an intrinsic property of F and the latter a property
of the embedding of F into X. For example, (0, 1) ~ {e203C0i ~ S1|0  t  1} is
not locally 0-connected rel S1 while (0, 1) ~ {ei t ~ S1|0  t  1} is locally
0-connected rel S1.

The next definition is inspired by [Curtis, 1985] and arises naturally in the
study of discrete cells properties. See [Curtis, 1985; Bowers, 1985a].

4.2. Definition. For a non-negative integer n, a subset F of a space X is

proximately locally n-connected rel X provided for every x E X and neighbor-
hood U of x in X, there exists a neighborhood V of x in X such that, for every
compactum S c V ~ F, there exists a compactum T c U ~ F containing S
such that, for every neighborhood N(T ) of T in X, there exists a neighbor-
hood N( S ) of S in X such that every map f : Sn ~ N( S ) is null-homotopic in
N(T). F is proximately LC n rel X provided F is dense in X and is

proximately locally i-connected rel X for 0  i  n, and F is proximately LC°°
rel X provided F is dense in X and is proximately LC’ rel X for all i  0. We
shall say that F is proximately LC -1 rel X if F is dense in X.
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If we require X to be an ANR and replace ’for every x E X’ by ’for every
x ~ F’ in 4.2., we arrive at Curtis’ definitions of proximately locally n-con-
nected, proximately LC n, and proximately LCoo. These properties are intrinsic
properties of F, independent of the particular embedding of F into any ANR.
The property of being proximately LC n rel X holds the same relationship to
being proximately LC n as the property of being LC n rel X holds to being
LC n . Indeed, a dense subset F is proximately LC n rel X if and only if F is
proximately LCn, an intrinsic property of F, and F is (n + l)-target dense
embedded in X (maps of ( n + l)-cells into X can be pushed close to F by
small moves). See [Curtis, 1985].

4.1. provides a sufficient condition on a a-Z-set F in a locally compact
separable ANR X to ensure that X - F satisfies the discrete n-cells property.

4.3. PROPOSITION. Let n E N U (0, ~} and let F be a (dense) a-Z-set in the
locally compact separable ANR X. If F is LCn-1 rel X, then X - F satisfies the
discrete n-cells property. The reverse implication is false.

A proof of 4.3. appears in [Bowers, 1985a].
4.2. provides a characterization of those a-Z-sets in locally compact sep-

arable ANR’s whose complements satisfy the discrete n-cells property.

4.4. THEOREM. Let n E N U (0, ~} and let F be a ( dense ) a-Z-set in the locally
compact separable ANR X. The following statements are equivalent:
(1. n ) X - F satisfies the discrete n-cells property;
(2. n ) for each open cover u of X - F, there exists a closed in X subset J c F

such that for every map f : In ~ X - F and every neighborhood N(J) of J
in X, there exists a map f ’ : In ~ N(J) - F such that f ’ is u-close to f ;

(3. n ) F is proximately LCn-1 rel X.

Proof. The equivalence ôf (l.n) and (2.n) as well as the implication (2.n)
implies (3.n) is proved in [Bowers, 1985a]. See in particular Theorems 3.2. and
3.6. of [Bowers, 1985a]. It remains to prove that (3.n) implies (2.n). We prove
this for n finite and then invoke the main result of [Bowers, 1985b] to prove
that (3. oo) implies (1. oo). We actually prove that (3.n) for n finite implies a
stronger version of (2.n), namely (2.n)’ :
(2.n)’ for each open cover 4% of X - F, there exists a closed in X subset J c F

such that for every map f : L - X - F from an arbitrary space L of
dimension at most n and every neighborhood N( J ) of J in X, there
exists a map f’ : L ~ N(J) - F such that f ’ is *-close to f.

Suppose that F is proximately LCn-1 rel X for some non-negative integer n.
Let 4% be an open cover of X - F and let  be a collection of open subsets of
X such that u=~(X-F)={U~(X-F)|U~}, and let Y = ~.

Write Y = U Yl where each Y is compact and for each i, Y c IntYYi+1. Let

W be a locally finite open cover of Y such that st2A refines  and so that if
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A ~ Yl ~ ~ for some A ~ A, then A c IntYYi+1. Observe that if A ~ ( Y -
Yi-1) ~ ~ for some A ~ A, then A n Yl-2 = ~. Since F is proximately LC’-’
rel X, we can choose a locally finite refinement fldn-l of A such that for every
B ~ Bn-1 and every compactum S ~ B ~ F, there exists an element A ~ A
and a compactum T c A ~ F containing S such that, for every neighborhood
N( T ) of T in X, there exists a neighborhood N( S ) of S in X such that every
map f : Sn-1 ~ N(S) is null-homotopic in N(T). Let An-1 be a star-refine-
ment of Bn-1. Continuing in this manner, we obtain a sequence A0, fldo, A1,
B1,..., An-1, fldn-l of open covers of Y such that for each i = 0, 1,..., n - 2,
Ai star-refines Bi and for every B E Bi and every compactum S c B n F,
there exists an element A ~ Ai+1 containing B and a compactum T c A ~ F
containing S such that every singular i-sphere close enough to S contracts
close to T. We also may assume that A0 is a countable and star-finite cover of
Y.

Let K = N(A0(n), the n-skeleton of the abstract nerve of the cover do
whose vertices are the elements of A0. K is a locally finite abstract simplicial
complex of dimension at most n. For each A ~ A0, choose a point [A] ~ A ~ F
and let Jo denote the collection of these points. Let po : |K(0)| ~ J0 denote
the obvious function that assigns for each A ~ A0 = K(0) the corresponding
point 03BC0(|A|) = [A] ~ A ~ F.

If 03C3 = ~A0, A1~ ~ K(1), then since A0 star-refines eo, there exists B E B0
with [~03C3] = {[A0], [A1]} ~ B ~ F. Then there exists an element A ~ A1 con-
taining B and a compactum [03C3] ~ A ~ F containing [9o] ] such that every
0-sphere close enough to [~03C3] contracts close to [03C3]. Let J1 = ~ {[03C3] Q E K(1)}.
Assume now that J = U{[03C3] Q E K(i)} has been defined for 0  i  m  n so

that for each i-simplex 03C3, [03C3] is a compactum contained in A ~ F for some
14 OE sfi and, if T is a face of Q, then [ T c [ ]. Let a be an ( m + 1)-simplex in
K and observe that [~03C3] = ~{[03C4]|03C4 is a proper face of 03C3} is contained in

st( A, Am) for some A ~ Am. Hence, there exists B E em such that [au] ~ B n
F and thus there is an element A’ ~ Am+1 and a compactum [03C3] ~ A’ ~ F
containing [~03C3] such that every singular m-sphere close enough to [~03C3]
contracts close to [03C3]. Let Jm+1 = U {[¾]|Q E K(m+1) }. After n + 1 steps, we
obtain Jn = ~{[03C3]|03C3~K}. For each a e K, [ a ] is a compactum contained in
A ~ F for some A ~ A and, if T is a face of a, then [ T ] ~ [a]. Furthermore,
singular spheres of dimension dim 9o close enough to [~03C3] contract close to
[03C3], where [~03C3] = ~{[03C4]|03C4 is a proper face of 03C3}.
We claim that Jn is closed in Y. Let Q E K and observe that if [a] ~ Yl ~ ~,

then [ a ] c Yi+1. This follows from our choice of A and the fact that [ a ] ~ A
for some A Ed. Hence, if [ Q ] ~ 1’; =1= ~, then [A0] ~ Yl+1 for each vertex A0 of
03C3. Since do is star-finite and Yi+1 is compact, Jo n Y;+1 1 is finite. Hence

[03C3] ~ Yi ~ ~ for at most finitely many J G K and this Jn ~ Y is compact for
each i and Jn is closed in Y.

Let J = ClXJn and observe that J c F. Let f : L ~ X - F be a map of a
space L of dimension at most n and let N(J) be a neighborhood of J in X.
Let v : Y - |N(A0)1 be a canonical map such that v-1(St(A)) c A for each
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A ~A0, where St( A) denotes the open star of 1 A 1 in |N(A0)|. Since L is at
most n-dimensional, we can approximate v ° f by a map g : L - 1 K | ~
1 N(A0)1 so that if v ( f ( x )) e 1 a 1 for some a ~ N(A0), then g(x) ~ |03C3(n)|.
Suppose 11-: |K1 - N(J) is an extension of 03BC0 : |K(0)| ~ J0 such that for
each Q E K, 11-( |03C3|) c A where A is an element of A with [a] ~ A. Let x E L
and suppose that f(x) ~ A0 ~ A0 and assume that v(f(x)) ~ |~A0, A1, ... ,
Ap~|. This last assumption is possible since v is canonical. Thus g(x) ~ 1 r 1
where T is a face of ~A0,..., Ap~. Choose a vertex Ai of T and A ~ A such
that 03BC(|03C4|) U [ T ] ~ A and observe that A0 ~ Ai ~ ~ and [Ai] F= Ai ~ A. Hence,
since A0 star-refines A, f is st A-close to jn o g. Since F ~ N(J) is a a-Z-set
in the ANR N(J), a small move produces a map f’ : L ~ N(J) - F that is
st2 A-close, and hence qi-close to f. It is clear that f ’ is u-dose to f.

It suffices to prove the existence of the extension jn of po with the

properties described in the preceding paragraph. This is done by extending po
to the higher dimensional skeleta of K through one skeleton at a time. If a is a
1-simplex of K, then 03BC0|| ~03C31 extends to a map 03BC1||03C31 so that 03BC1(|03C3|) c
N([a]), where N([03C3}) is any prechosen neighborhood of [a]. Hence, we may
extend 03BC0 to a map 03BC1: |K(1) | ~ N(J) so that if 0’ is a 2-simplex of K, then
03BC1(|~03C3|) lies so close to [~03C3] that the restriction of 03BC1 extends to a map
03BC2||03C3| so that 03BC2(|03C3|) c N([03C3]) for any prechosen neighborhood N([03C3]) of
[a]. We may assume that at the i th step, 11-1: |K(i)| 1 ~ N(J) has been con-
structed so that for each ( + l)-simplex a in K, 03BCl(|~03C3|) hes so close to [~03C3]
that 03BCi extends to a map 03BCl+1 : |K(i+1) | ~ N(J) so that 03BCi+1(|03C3|) ~ N([03C3])
for any prechosen neighborhood N([03C3]) of [03C3]. After n steps, if N([03C3]) c A ~
N(J) for some element A of A that contains [ a for a simplex 03C3 of K, we
obtain a map 03BC = 03BCn : |K| ~ N(J) such that 11-(lol)cA where A is an
element of A with [a] ~ A. The reader should observe that in order to carry
out the construction of jn described above, one must first choose the neighbor-
hoods of [ J for the principal simplices a from K and, working backwards one
dimension at a time choose N([03C3]) for smaller dimensional simplices. One then
constructs 11-1 after N([a]) has been chosen for all Q E K. This completes the
proof that (3.n) for n finite implies (2.n)’, and hence (2. n ).

If (3. oo) holds, then (3.n) holds for all n, hence (2.n) and finally (1.n)
holds for all n. Thus X - F satisfies the discrete n-cells property for each

non-negative integer n. In general this is not enough to guarantee that X - F
satisfies the discrete approximation property as examples of [Bestvina et al.,
1986] illustrate; however in the boundary set setting, this suffices. An applica-
tion of the following theorem completes the proof of 4.4.

4.5. THEOREM [Bowers, 1985b]. Let F be a dense a-Z-set in the locally compact
separable ANR X. Then X - F satisfies the discrete approximation property if
and only if X - F satisfies the discrete n-cells property for each non-negative
integer n.

Our first application of 4.4. appears below. A denotes a dendrite whose

endpoints are dense.
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4.6. PROPOSITION. Let X = X - F where F is a dense a-Z-set in the locally
compact separable ANR X and let A = A - Fo where Fo is a dense a-compact
collection of endpoints of the dendrite A. If for some n E N U {0} X satisfies the
discrete n-cells property, then X X A satisfies the discrete (n + 1)-cells property.

Proof. Since X X A = X A-F* where F* is the a-Z-set (FXA) U ( X X Fo ) in
X A, it suffices to prove that F* is proximately LCn rel X A. First observe
that since X satisfies the discrete n-cells property, Theorem 4.4. guarantees
that F is proximately LCn-1 rel X. Let x E Y’ X B’ for arbitrary relatively
compact open sets Y’ of X and B’ of A and choose open sets Y of X and B of
A so that x ~ Y  B ~ Y’  B’ and Y is contractible in Y’ and B is
contractible. Let S ~ (Y  B) ~ F* be compact and let a : c * S - Y’ X B’ be
an extension of the inclusion-induced map ao : {0} X S - S c Y’ X B’ where
c * S denotes the cone [0, 1] X S/{1} X S. Since S is contained in the a-Z-set
F*, we may assume that 03B1(c * S - {0} X S) n S = 0. Let p 1: X XA - X and
p2 : X A ~ A be the projection mappings and choose collections of con-
nected product open subsets of Y’ B’, say YO, u0,...,Vn-1, aJtn-l, 1/, 0//,
such that the following hold:
i) for each U ~ u, Clxxpc Y’ X B’ and dist(S, U) &#x3E; diam U (we assume

that we have fixed some metric on X A);
ii) V0 covers 03B1(c * S) - S;
iü) for each i, Vi refines *i and 4%; star-refines Vi+1, and un-1 star-refines

Y’ while V refines e;
iv) for each i and for each V~ Vi, there exists U E aJti such that V c U and,

for every compactum S’~p1(V)~F, there exists a compactum T’ c
p1(U) ~ F containing S’ such that, given any neighborhood N(T’) of T’
in X, there exists a neighborhood N( S’ ) of S’ in X such that any map
S’ - N(S’) is null-homotopic in N( T ’ );

v) for each V ~ V, there exists U ~ u such that V c U and p1(V) contracts
in p 1 ( U ) to a point. 

This choice is possible since X is an ANR and F is proximately LCn-1 rel
X. Choose these collections in reverse order, starting with Q% and ending with
yo -

Choose a countable open star-finite star-refinement il/" of V0 that covers

03B1(c * S ) - S such that W ~ 03B1(c * S) ~ ~ for each W ~ W, and let K =

N(W)(n+1), the ( n + 1)-skeleton of the abstract nerve of the collection W
whose vertices are the elements of IF. For each W ~ W, choose a point
[W]~p1(W)~F. As in the proof that (3.n) implies (2. n) in Theorem 4.4.,
construct a collection M = {[03C3]|Q E K(n)} such that each [a] for a E K(n) is a
compactum contained in p1(U) n F for some U E un-1 and, if T is a face of
Q, then [ T ] c [03C3]. Furthermore, if [ au ] = U {[03C4]|T is a proper face of 03C3}, then
every singular sphere of dimension dim 8 J close enough to [~03C3] contracts close
to [03C3]. In addition, the step-by-step construction of M through the skeleta of
K using ii) and iii) allows us to construct M so that for each simplex
a = ~W0,..., Wp~ of K there is an element £ of V such that Wo U ... U Wp c
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V03C3 and [~03C3] ~ p1(V03C3) ~ F if p = n + 1 and [03C3] ~ p1(V03C3) ~ F if p  n + 1. Using
(v), for each 0 there exists U03C3 ~ u such that Vo c U03C3 and p1(V03C3) is contract-
ible in p 1 ( UQ ). Let b03C3 ~ p2(U03C3) ~ Fo, which exists since Fo is dense in A and

p2(U03C3) is open in A.

Let 0 be an arbitrary principal simplex in K. Define {03C3} ~ ClX AU03C3 as

follows :

It is easy to see that {03C3} is a compact subset of (Y’  B’ ) ~ F*. Let

It is clear that T c (Y’ X B’) ~ F* and we claim that T is compact. It suffices
to prove that T is closed in X A (recall that Y’ X B’ is relatively compact).
It is straightforward to prove that if xi ~ {03C3i} for distinct principal simplices
ai and if x l ~ x, then x E S.
We must show that singular n-spheres close enough to S contract close to T.

Let N(T) be an arbitrary neighborhood of T in X A and choose an open
cover 2) of N(T) such that D-close maps are homotopic in N(T).Let N1(S)
be an open neighborhood of S whose closure is contained in N( T ) such that if
U OE 4% and U n N1(S) ~ ~, then st(U, 0J1) is contained in some element of 2).
This is possible by i). Observe that a(c * S ) is contained in the open subset
Q = [~W]~ N1(S) of X A. Hence, since Q is an ANR and S contracts in
Q to a point, there exists a neighborhood N( S ) of S in N1(S) that contracts
in Q to a point. Let h : Sn ~ N( S ) be a map and let H : Bn+1 ~ Q be an
extension of h to the ( n + l)-ball Bn+1. Let E = H-1(Q - N1(S)) and E’ =
H-1(ClX AN1(S)) and observe that E and E’ are closed subsets of Bn+1 for
which Bn+1 = E~E’, S n c E’, and Sn ~ E = ~. Suppose that HIE is

st u-close to a map G : E ~ N(T). Then H 1 E n E 
’ 

is -,?-close and hence

homotopic in N(T ) to G|E ~ E’. The homotopy extension theorem [Hu,
1965] guarantees that G may be extended on Bn+1 to a map still called G for
which G = H = h on S n and whose image is contained in N(T). Thus, it

suffices to show that HIE is st u-close to a map G : E ~ N(T). We show in
fact that if f : Z ~ ~ W is any map of a space Z of dimension at most n + 1,
then f is st *-close to a map f ’ : Z ~ N(T). Let v : ~ W ~ |N(W)| 1 be a

canonical map such that v-1(St(W)) c W for each W E W. Since Z is at most
( n + 1 )-dimensional, we can approximate v 0 f by a map g : Z ~ |K| c
1 N(1I"") | so that if v(f(x)) ~ 1 ° 1 for x ~ Z and 03C3 ~ N(W), then g(x) ~
|03C3(n+1)|. Suppose 03BC : |K1 - N(T) is a map such that 03BC(|03C3|) ~ U03C3 for each
principal simplex or of K. If x E Z and f(x)~W~W, then v(f(x)) ~
1 (W, W0,..., Wp~1 for some principal simplex ~W, W0,...,Wp~ in N(03A9).
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There is a principal simplex T of K such that T is a face of ~W, Wo,..., Wp~
and g(x) ~ l ’T 1. Without loss of generality, Wo is a vertex of T, hence

W0 ~ V03C4 ~ U03C4. We have the following: W ~ W0 ~ ~, Wo c UT, f(x) ~ W,
03BC(g(x)) ~ 03BC(|T D c UT . This implies that (f (x), 03BC(g(x))} c st( UT, u), hence
f is st u-dose to f ’ = 03BC ° g.

It remains only to prove the existence of jn. We begin by constructing a map
m : |K(n)| ~ X so that, if 03C3 is a principal simplex of K of dimension at most
n, then m ( a D is so close to [03C3] that

and, if a is a simplex of K of dimension n + 1, then m(|~03C3|) is so close to
[~03C3] that

The construction of m is done inductively as in the construction of jn in

Theorem 4.4. Choose for each principal simplex T of K(n), a neighborhood
N([03C4]) of [ T so that, if T is also a principal simplex of K, then

and, if T is a face of an (n + l)-simplex of K, then

for each ( n + l)-simplex a having T as a face. For each such T, choose

neighborhood N([~03C4]) of [~03C4] so that singular spheres of dimension dim ~03C4 in
N([~03C4]) are contractible in N([03C4]). Assume that m has been defined on |J|,
where J is the subcomplex of K(n) consisting of those simplices of K(n) that
are not principal, so that for each T as above, m(|~03C4|) c N([~03C4]). Then we
may extend m to |K(n)| so that m(|03C4|)~N([03C4]) for each such T. The
existence of m on 1 J 1 follows as in Theorem 4.4. by induction, noting that we
may begin the inductive procedure by defining m on K (0) by m(|W|) = [ W ]
for each W E Yfl’= K(0) (recall that [ W ] is a prechosen element of p1(W) ~ F).
We now use m to construct IL. Define po : |K(0)| ~ X A as follows: if

WEir=K(O), choose b(W) ~ p2(W) and let 03BC0(|W|) = (m(|W|), b(W))
E W. For i  n, suppose that 03BCi : |K(i)| ~ X A has been defined so that for
each 0 E K(i), p1(03BCi(x)) = m(x) for x ~ Q and 03BCi(|lu 1) c m(|03C3|)  b(o)
where b(03C3) is the smallest subcontinuum of A that contains {b(W)|W is a
vertex of 03C3}. Let 03C3 be an ( + 1)-simplex of K and let b(03C3) be the smallest
subcontinuum of A that contains {b(W)|W is a vertex of 03C3}. Let 03B8 : b(03C3) X
[0, 1] - b(03C3) be a contraction of b(03C3) and write 1 a = | 1 ao | [0, 1]/

1 au | {1}. Define 03BCi+1 on a via
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Observe that 03BCi+1 is well-defined on 101 | and extends 03BCi|~03C3. Hence, we
obtain 03BCi+1 : |K(i+1)| ~ X A such that p1(03BCi+1(x)) = m(x) for x ~ la |
and 03BCi+1(|03C3|) ~ m(|03C3|) X b(03C3) for each simplex 0 E K(i+1). Inductively, we
assume that IL n exists. Let 0 be an ( n + 1 )-simplex of K and let b(03C3) be the
smallest subcontinuum of A that contains {b(W)|W is a vertex of 03C3} U {b03C3}
(recall that b03C3 ~ p2(U03C3) ~ Fo ). Let 03B8 : b(03C3) X [0, 1] - b(03C3) be a contraction of
b(03C3) to the endpoint b03C3 of A and let 03A8 : p1(V03C3)  [1, 2] ~ p1(U03C3) be a
homotopy from the inclusion 03A81 to a constant map 03A82. Write 1 a =
130 X [0, 2]/|~03C3|  {2} and define IL on jal | via

for (s, t ) ~|~03C3| X [0, 2]. Hence, we obtain a well-defined map 03BC : |K| ~ X A

that extends JLn. Let 03C3 be a simplex of K of dimension n + 1 and observe that
03BC(|03C3|) is contained in [m(|~03C3|) X b(03C3)] U [p1(U03C3)  {b03C3}]. By our choice of
b(W) for W ~ W, since U03C3 ~ W0 ~ ... ~ Wn+1 if 03C3 = ~W0,..., Wn+1~ and U,
is connected, we have that b(03C3) ~ p2(U03C3). By (2), m(|~03C3|) ~ p1(V03C3) and
therefore, 03BC(|03C3|) ~ p1(U03C3)  p2(U03C3) = U03C3. Also, since by (2), m(|~03C3|) 
p2(U03C3) ~ N(T) and p1(U03C3)  {b03C3} ~ {03C3} ~ T, 03BC(|03C3|) ~ N(T). More easily,
(1) shows that if 0’ is a principal simplex of K of dimension at most n, then
03BC(|03C3|) ~ m(|03C3|)  b(03C3) ~ N(T) ~ Ua. Thus 03BC : 1 K | - N( T ) and it( 1 a
U,, for each principal simplex 03C3 of K. This completes the proof of 4.6.

5. Detecting discrète carriers properties

In this Section we focus our attention on the homological versions of the
discrete properties, namely, the various discrete carriers properties defined in
Section 2. Our approach for detecting discrete carriers properties parallels our
approach for detecting discrete cells properties that is the content of the

previous Section. First, observe that an ANR satisfies the discrete 1-cells

property if and only if it satisfies the discrete 1-carriers property. As a

corollary of Proposition 4.6. and this observation, we obtain:

5.1. COROLLARY. Let X and A be as in Proposition 4.6. If X satisfies the discrete
1-carriers property, then X X A satisfies the discrete 2-cells property.

Next we define the homological versions of the proximate LC n rel X

property.

5.2. Definition. For a non-negative integer n, a subset F of a space X is

proximately locally homologically n-connected rel X provided for every x E X
and neighborhood U of x in X, there exists a neighborhood V of x in X such
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that, for every compactum S c V ~ F there exists a compactum T c U ~ F
containing S such that, for every neighborhood N(T) of T in X, there exists a
neighborhood N(S) of S in X such that the inclusion-induced homomor-
phism n(N(S)) ~ n(N(T)) is the zero homomorphism. F is proximately
1cn rel X provided F is dense in X and is proximately locally homologically
i-connected rel X for 0  i  n, and F is proximately 1cOO rel X provided F is
dense in X and is proximately ICi rel X for all i  0. We shall say that F is

proximately lc-1 rel X if F is dense in X.

The following theorem is the homological version of Theorem 4.4. and
characterizes those a-Z-sets in locally compact separable ANR’s whose com-
plements satisfy various discrete carriers properties.

5.3. THEOREM. Let n E N U {0} and let F be a (dense) a-Z-set in the locally
compact separable ANR X. The following statements are equivalent:
[1. n ] X - F satisfies the discrete n-carriers property;
[2. n ] for each open cover Olt of X - F, there exists a closed in X subset J c F

such that for every z E Hq ( U, V) where q  n and V c U are open in

X - F and for every neighborhood N(J) of J in X, there exists a carrier
(C, 8C) for i,(z), where

is inclusion-induced, such that C c N(J) (observe then that C c N(J) -
F);

[3. n ] F is proximately lc"- 1 rel X.

In the proof that [3.n] implies [2.n] in Theorem 5.3. and in the proofs of later
results in this paper, we need the homological version of the fact that in an
ANR X, every open cover * admits an open refinement V covering X such
that Y-close maps into X are u-homotopic. This often is stated less precisely
as ’close maps into an ANR are homotopic via a small homotopy’. Theorem
5.3. is proved after Lemma 5.4., which asserts that ’close chain maps into an
ANR (more generally, an lcn_space) X are chain homotopic via a small chain
homotopy’. In Lemma 5.4. (K) denotes the oriented chain complex of the
simplicial complex K and g(X) denotes the singular chain complex of the
space X.

5.4. LEMMA. Let X be an 1cn-space. For each open cover 0Jt of X, there exists an
open refinement V of 0Jt covering X with the following property:

Let K be a simplicial complex of dimension at most n and let a, 03B2 : (K) ~
g(X) be chain maps such that i ) for each vertex v of K, 03B1(v) and 03B2(v) are
singular 0-simplices in X ( i . e., singleton maps) and ii) for each a E K,

1 a( 0) |~ | 03B2(1 c V for some V ~ V and for each vertex v of 0, the singleton
1 a( v) 1 is contained in 1 a( 0) 1. Then there is a chain homotopy D : 03B1 ~ a such
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that for each a E K, |D(03C3) c U for some U ~ u with 1 a(v) 1 E U for each
vertex v of 0.

Proof. Choose open covers

of X such that 4Y; star-refines Vi+1 for i = 0,..., n - 1, and for each V OE f
there exists U E ei containing V such that the inclusion V c U induces the
zero homomorphism i(V) ~ i(U) for i = 0,..., n. Let K be a simplicial
complex of dimension at most n and let a and /3 be chain maps from the
simplicial chain complex (K) = {Cp(K), ~} of K to the singluar chain
complex (X) = {Sp(X), a 1 of X that satisfy i) and ii). First we construct D
on C0(K). For a vertex v of K, there is an element V of V containing both
the singletons |03B1(v)| and |03B2(v)|. Let U ~ u0 satisfy V c U and 0(V) ~
0(U) is zero. By i), a( v ) - 03B2(v) is a singular reduced 0-cycle in V and hence
represents the zero element of 0(U). Thus there is a singular 1-chain Dv in
X carried by U such that aDv = 03B1(v) - 03B2(v). Define Dv for each vertex v of
K and extend linearly on C0(K) and observe that Dv is carried by an element
of 4Yo that contains the singleton |03B1(v)|. For i = 0,..., k  n assume that D
has been defined on Ç (K) so that

for c ~ Ci(K) and, for each oriented i simplex Q of K, DQ is carried by an
element of O/I¡ that contains the singleton 1 a(v) 1 for all vertices v of 0. Let a
be an oriented ( k + l)-simplex of K with oriented boundary 8a = 03A3nj03C3j for
oriented k-faces a,. Let V ~ V be such that V carries a(a) and 03B2(03C3) and for
each j, choose U in 0/1 k that carries Dj and contains the singletons 03B1(v)|
for all vertices v of ui. Then V~Uj~~ for all j since each contains |03B1(v)|
for any vertex v of 03C3j (recall ii)). Hence D 9o= LnjDaj is carried by
st( h, uk) as are the chains a(a) and 03B2(03C3). Since V refines 0/1 k and 0/1 k
star-refines Vk+1, the singular ( k + l)-chain y = 03B1(03C3) - 03B2(03C3) - D 9o is car-
ried by an element V’ of Vk+1 that contains the singleton |03B1(v)| for all
vertices v of a. (3) shows that y is a cycle:

Hence, there is an element U of Gllk + 1 containing V’ and a ( k + 2)-chain Dor
in X carried by U with aDu = y. Extend D linearly on Ck+1(K) and observe
that
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for all c E Ck+1(K). Inductively, we may assume that D is defined on Cn ( K ).
For k &#x3E; n, define D to be zero on Ck(K). Then D is a chain homotopy from
a to 8 that satisfies the desired properties.

Proof of 5.3.

[2.n] implies [l.n]. (For this implication, X does not need to be locally
compact.) Let 4Y be an open cover of X - F and let {zi|~i=1 be a sequence of
homology elements where zi C= Hq(i)(Ui, Vi) for open sets Y c Ui in X - F and
q(i) ~ n. Let J be as hypothesized in [2.n] for the cover 4Y of X - F and write
J = ~~i=1Ni(J) for a decreasing sequence of neighborhoods Ni(J) of J in X.
Let (C1, 8 Ci ) be a carrier for zl . According to [2.n], there is a carrier ( C2, ~C2)
for i*(z2) with C2 ~ N1(J) - Cl . Inductively, assume that a carrier (Ci, aCi)
for i*(zi) has been chosen for 1  1  k so that for each i  2, Cl c Ni-1(J)
and so that {Ci}ki=1 is pairwise disjoint. According to [2.n], there is a carrier
(Ck+1, aCk+l) for i*(Zk+l) with Ck+l C Nk(J) - U7=ICi. Hence, we obtain a
sequence {(Ci, ~Ci)}~i=1 of carriers and since for each i, Ci ~ Ni-1(J) and
{Ci}~i=1 is pairwise disjoint, {Ci}~i=1 forms a discrete family in X - F.

[l.n] implies [2.n]. Let 4Y be an open cover of X - F and let Gll be a
collection of open subsets of X such that u =  ~ (X - F) = {U ~ (X -
F) |U ~ }, and let Y = ~. Without loss of generality, we may assume that
 is locally finite and, since Y is locally compact, we may assume further that
 consists of relatively compact open subsets of Y. Let V consist of all finite
unions of elements from a countable basis for X - F for which each basis
element has compact closure in Y.

Let 03A3 = {03C31, Q2, ...} be an ordering of the elements of

where each element of 03A3 appears infinitely often in the list 03A3 and write
03C3i = (Ui, Vi, zl, q(i)). Since X - F satisfies the discrete n-carriers property,
there are carriers (Ci, ~Ci) for 03B1*(zi) where

is inclusion-induced such that {Ci}~i=1 is discrete in X - F. Let J be the limit
points in X of {Ci}~i=1, that is, x c X is in J if and only if every neighbor-
hood of x in X meets infinitely many of the sets C;. Since {Ci}~i=1 is discrete
in X - F, J c F and easily J is closed in X.

Let z E Hq ( U, V) for open sets Y c U in X - F and q  n, and let N(J)
be a neighborhood of J in X. Choose V’ ~ U’ with U’, V’ ~ V such that
(C,~C) c ( U’, V’)~(U, V) where (C, 8C) is a given carrier for z and let
z’ ~ Hq(U’, V’) be an element whose image in Hq(U, V) is z under the
inclusion-induced homomorphism and for which (C, ~C) is a carrier. Let
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( ej(l), 03C3j(2), ...} be the list of elements of L for which 03C3j(k) = ( U’, V’, z’, q)
for all k and observe that (0(k)’ ~Cj(k)) is a carrier for i*(z) for all k where i*
is induced by the inclusion (U, V) c (st(U, u), st(V, u)). Now 0(k) C
st(U’, u) ~ ClY(st(U’, u)) = D for all k. It follows from the facts that
U’ E V, each element of V has compact closure in Y, and u =  ~ (X - F)
for the locally finite cover ok of Y by relatively compact open sets, that D is
compact. It now easily follows that there exists some k for which 0(k) c N(J),
for otherwise, there are limit points of {Ci}~i=1 in D not contained in J.

[2.n] implies [3.n]. First note that since F is a a-Z-set in the ANR X, the
inclusion U - F c U is a weak homotopy equivalence for any given open set U
of X, hence this inclusion induces isomorphisms Hq ( U - F) = Hq ( U ) for all
q &#x3E; 0. Let x e X and let U be an open neighborhood of x in X. Choose
relatively compact open sets V, P, and Q in X so that

and so that the inclusion induced homomorphism q(V) ~ q(P) is zero for
all q  0. Let S c V n F be compact. Choose an open cover W of X - F by
sets open in X - F such that st(P, W) ~ Q and for each W E W,
diam[ClXW]  dist(ClXW, S) where we assume that some metric for X has
been fixed. Let J be as promised in [2.n] for the cover W and without loss of
generality assume that S c J. Let T = J n (ClXQ), a compact subset of U n F,
and let N(T) be a neighborhood of T in X. Choose any neighborhood N(S)
of S in X with N( S ) ~ V and st(N(S), W) c N( T ), which is possible by our
choice of W.

Let 0  q  n be an integer. Consider the commutative diagram below
where all homomorphisms are inclusion induced (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1.
By our first observation in the preceding paragraph, the vertical arrows are
isomorphisms, hence, q(N(S)) ~ q(N(T)) is zero if and only if a is zero.
Similarly, since q (N(S)) ~ q(V) ~ q(P) is zero, we have that q(N(S)
- F ) - q(P - F ) is zero. Let z E Hq ( N( S ) - F). Since 03B2(z) = 0, there is an
element z, E Hq+1(P - F, N( S ) - F ) such that a.1(ZI) = z where

~*1 : Hq+1(P - F, N(S)-F)~q(N(S)-F) is the connecting homomor-
phism in the long exact sequence in reduced homology of the obvious pair. Let
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be inclusion-induced. According to [2.n], since q + 1  n, there is a carrier

(C, aC) for y(zl) such that.

Since C ~ st(P, W) ~ Q, C c N( T ) and thus C ~ N(T) - F. Let z2 ~

Hq+1(C, ~C) so that 03B4(z2)=03B3(z1) where 03B4 is induced by the inclusion
(C, a C ) c (st( P - F, 11/), st(N(S ) - F, 11/)). Consider the following diagram
(Fig. 2).

Fig. 2.
The two horizontal rows are exact at the middle terms, a*, ~*1, a*2, ~*3 are
connecting homomorphisms, and all other homomorphisms are inclusion-in-
duced. All rectangles and triangles in the diagram commute. An easy diagram
chase now shows that 03B1(z) = 0:

since q ~*3 = 0. Hence a = 0 and we have the conclusion that q(N(S)) ~ 
q(N(T)) is zero for 0  q  n, and thus F is proximately 1cn-1 rel X.

[3.n] implies [2.n]. Let u be an open cover of X - F and  a collection of
open subsets of X such that ~(X-F)=u. Let Y = ~  and write Y as in
4.4 as an increasing union of compacta: Y = U Y, Y c IntYYi+1.

Let 1X’ be an open star-refinement of OZ/ that covers Y and apply Lemma
5.4. to the space Y and cover 1X’ to obtain an open cover V of Y refining ir
that satisfies the conclusion of 5.4. Choose open covers

of Y that satisfy the following properties:
i) W is locally finite and st2A refines Y’ and, if A ~ Yi ~ ~ for some A (EW,

then A ~ IntYYi+1;
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ii) for i = 0,..., n - 1, Ai star-refines Bi and, for every B E Bi and every
compactum S c B n F, there exists an element A of Ai+1 containing B
and a compactum T ~ A ~ F containing S such that every singular
reduced i-cycle close enough to S is null-homologous close to T (that is,
given a neighborhood N(T), there exists a neighborhood N( S ) such that
i(N(S)) ~ i(N(T)) is zero);

iii) do is countable and star-finite and there are maps Y - |N(A0| ~ Y
such that v is canonical, it( 1 AI) e A for each A ~ A0 = N(A0)(0), Il 0 v
is Jflhomotopic to id y, and jn is an Jflrealization (that is, for a E JV’( do),
03BC(1 al) c A for some A ~ A).

ii) is possible since F is proximately 1cn-1 rel X and iii) is possible since Y is
an ANR.

Let K = N(A0)(n) and for each A ~ K(0) = A0, let [A] be a point of
A n F. As in 4.4., by proceeding through one skeleton at a time, we may
inductively construct a collection M = {[¾]|03C3~K} such that each [a] ] for

a e K is a compactum contained in A ~ F for some A~A, and, if T is a face
of a, then [T] ] c [03C3]. Furthermore, if [~03C3] = U {[03C4]| 03C4 is a proper face of 03C3},
then every singular (reduced) cycle of dimension dim 8a close enough to [~03C3]
is null-homologous close to [a]. Exactly as in 4.4., U M is a closed subset of Y,
hence, its closure in X, denoted by J, is contained in F.

Let N(J) be an arbitrary neighborhood of J in X. In the following
discussion, we need to deal with oriented simplices of K. For notational
convenience, we make the following assumption: assume that the set of

vertices of K, that is, A0, has been linearly ordered and whenever we write a
simplex a of K as 03C3 = ~A0,..., Ap~, we shall assume that Al-1 precedes A,
for i = 1,..., p in the linear order on A0. We shall use the single letter a to
denote either a simplex of K or an oriented simplex of K induced from the
linear order on A0. The context should make the meaning clear.

For each 03C3 = ~A0, A1~ ~ K(1), (~03C3)^ = [03B11]-[A0] is a singular reduced
0-cycle in [~03C3], hence there is a singular 1-chain 6 in N([03C3]), where N([a]) is
any prechosen neighborhood of [ a ] in Y, such that ~ = [A1]-[A0] = (~03C3)^. If
T = 03A3ni03C3i is an oriented p-chain in K for some p and if singular p-chains al
have been defined, define f or (03A3ni03C3i)^ to be the singular p-chain 03A3nii.
Inductively, assume that for each oriented simplex a of K(n-1), we have
chosen a singular chain ô of dimension dim a in some prechosen neighbor-
hood N([a]) of [a] in Y such that 9a = (8ai. Let a be an oriented n-simplex
of K and, letting a a n i ai where are oriented (n - l)-faces of a, we
have

Hence, (~03C3)^ is a singular ( n - l)-cycle and we may assume that (~03C3)^ is carried
so close to [~03C3] that there is a singular n-chain 6 in some prechosen
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neighborhood N([03C3]) of [ a ] such that ~ = (~03C3)^. We may assume that the
neighborhoods N([03C3]) have been chosen so close to [ a ] that, for each a in K, a
is carried by A ~ N( J ) where A is an element of A with [ ] ~ A. Notice that
if T is an oriented p-chain in K, then f is a singular p-chain in N(J) ~ Y and
~ = (~03C4)^.

For z E Hq ( U, V) where q  n and V c U are open in X - F, suppose that
z is represented by a singular q-chain c in U with boundary a c in V. Let L

(respectively, Lo ) be the full-subcomplex of N(A0) whose vertices are those
A in A0 that meet 1 c 1 (respectively, that meet 1 a c 1 ). Let e denote the
restriction of v to |c| and  the restriction of it to L and observe that e and fi
are maps of pairs in the following diagram:

This follows from üi). Let q be the chain map from oriented chains on L to
singular chains on 1 L defined on oriented simplices of L by: ~(~A0,..., Ap~)
is the singular p-simplex that maps the standard p-simplex Ap onto

|~A0,..., Ap~ 1 linearly taking the i th vertex of Ap to |Ai|. ~ induces an
isomorphism TJ*: Hq(L, L0) ~ Hq(|L|, |L0|) and there is a chain homotopy
inverse À for q [Munkres, 1984].

Let a be a simplex in L(") c K. Let A1 be a vertex of a and recall that
[A1] ~ A1 n [ a ] and Ai ~ |c| =1= ~. By construction, there is an element A of .9/
such that [ a ] c A and a is carried by A. Hence, [A1] ~ A1 n A and therefore a
is carried by st2(1 ci, W). Similarly, if a is a simplex in L(n)0 c K, then ô is
carried by st2(|~c|, .9/). It now follows that for any oriented q-chain T in L
with 9ï carried by Lo, f is a singular q-chain in st2(1 ci, A) whose boundary
aT = ( 8 T i is carried by st2(|ac |, .9/).

Consider the following singular q-chains in st2(|c|, A) whose boundaries
are carried by Q = st2(|~c|, .9/):

Observe that (03BB#(c))^ makes sense since 03BB#(c) is an oriented q-chain of K
since q  n. Let

be inclusion-induced. We claim that all four chains above represent i’*(z) If
so, then (|c3|, |~c3|) is a carrier for i’*(z) with |c3| c N( J ). Since F is
Q-Z-set in the ANRX, there is a carrier (C, ~C) for i*(z) so close to

(|c3|, |~c3|) that C ~ N(J) and the proof is complete. It is clear that c

represents the element i’*(z). Since IL 0 JI is A-homotopic to idy, c is

homologous mod Q to cl and cl represents i’*(z). Since À is a chain

homotopy inverse to q, cl is homologous mod Q to c2 and c2 represents
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i’*(z). To finish, it suffices to show that if T is an oriented q-chain in L whose
boundary is carried by Lo, then #~(03C4) and f represent the same element of

Hq(st(U, ), st( v, )).
Let  (respectively, b0) denote the oriented chain complex of L(n) (respec-

tively, L(» and Y (respectively, 0) denote the singular chain complex of
st(U, ) (respectively, st(V, Ok». Let Y(Y) denote the singular chain com-
plex of Y. #~ is a chain map from W to 5° ( Y) and the previous paragraphs,
noting in particular that 8 f = (~03C4) for an oriented chain T of K, show that the
restriction of (still denoted ) to  is a chain map from W to g~ g(Y) (we
define A for a 0-simplex A to be the singular 0-simplex [A]). We wish to apply
Lemma 5.4. to 03B1 = #~, 03B2 =^: ~g(Y): first, for 03C3 ~ L(n), it is straightfor-
ward to show that there exists A ~ A0 such that #~(03C3) and a are both
carried by st(A, A), hence according to i), by some element of V. Further-
more, for each vertex A of L, #~(A) is the singular 0-simplex jn( |A|) and Â
is the singular 0-simplex [AB and, if A is a vertex of Q E L(n), then (1 ai) E
03BC(|03C3|) = |#~(03C3)|. Lemma 5.4. guarantees the existence of a chain homo-
topy D : #~ ~^ such that for each a e L(n), |D(03C3) c W for some W ~ W
with jn( 1 AI) e W for each vertex A of a. From the definitions of L and Lo
and the fact that A( 1 AI) E A (by iii)), do refines W,, and 1X’ star-refines au,
the reader may observe that for any simplex a of L(n) (respectively, L(n», Da
is carried by st(U, ) (respectively, st(V, )). Hence, D is a chain homotopy
of the chain maps #~ and from W to 5° that restricts to a chain homotopy
of the restrictions of #~ and to Wo and g0. Therefore, D induces a chain
homotopy of #~ and on the corresponding complexes of pairs and thus #~
and induce the same homomorphisms on homology. In particular for q  n,
#~(03C4) and f represent the same element of Hq(st(U, ), st(V, )) for an
oriented q-chain T in L whose boundary is carried by Lo. This completes the
proof of 5.3.

The proof of the following proposition uses 5.3. and is similar to the proof of
4.6. Again, A denotes a dendrite whose endpoints are dense.

5.5. PROPOSITION. Let X = X - F where_F is a dense a-Z-set in the locally
compact separable ANR X and let A = A - Fo where Fo is a dense a-compact
collection of endpoints of the dendrite A. If for some n E N U (01 X satisfies the
discrete n-carriers property, then X X A satisfies the discrete (n + 1)-carriers
property.

Proof. Since X X A = X X A - F* where F* is the a-Z-set (F A) U (X X F0) in
X A, it suffices to prove that F* is proximately lc" rel X X A. Theorem 5.3.
guarantees that F is proximately lcn -1 rel X. The proof proceeds exactly as
the proof of 4.6. except the homological version of iv) is used in place of iv).
Continuing, one constructs a collection M = {[03C3]|03C3~K(n)} such that each
[a] for Q E K(n) is a compactum contained in p 1 ( U ) ~ F for some U E un-1
and, if T is a face of a, then [T] ] c [a]. Furthermore, if [~03C3] = U {[03C4]| 03C4 is a
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proper face of 03C3}, then every singular (reduced) cycle of dimension dim ~03C3
carried close enough to [9o] ] bounds close to [03C3]. Continue and define {03C3} and
the compact subset T as in 4.6. We must show that for every neighborhood
N(T) of T in X A, there exists a neighborhood N(,S ) of S in X A such

that the inclusion-induced homomorphism n(N(S)) ~ n(N(T)) is zero.

The proof of this is similar to the proof that singular n-spheres in N(S) are
contractible in N(T) in 4.6., except that homology is used in place of

homotopy where pertinent. Instead of using the maps v : ~ W ~ |N(W)|
and p : |K1 ~ N(T) in 4.6., one uses the chain map v# induced from v, the
chain équivalences and À, and the chain map in place of jn as in the proof
that [3.n] implies [2.nl ] in 5.3. The details of this argument are left to the
reader.

6. Hurewicz theorems f or discrète properties

In this section we state and prove some Hurewicz-type theorems for discrete
properties. In general, these theorems state that n-dimensional homotopy data
(for instance discrete n-cells or the proximate LCn-1 property) together with
( n + l)-dimensional homology data (discrete ( n + l)-carriers or proximate lcn
property) combine to give ( n + l)-dimensional homotopy data.

6.1. LEMMA. If X is an ANR that satisfies the discrete 2-cells property and the
discrete n-carriers property for each non-negative integer n, then compact subsets
of X are Z-sets in X.

Proof. Let D be a compact subset of X and U an open subset of X. For any
element z e Hl (U, U - D) for a non-negative integer q, let zl = z for all

non-negative integers i and use the fact that X satisfies the discrete carriers
property to obtain carriers (Cl, ~Ci) for z, such that {Cl}~l=1 is discrete. Since
D is compact, all but finitely many Cl miss D and hence there is a carrier
(C, ~C) for z such that C ~ D = ~. This implies that z = 0 and thus Hq(U, U
- D ) = 0. A similar argument using the discrete 2-cells property shows that D
is a 1-LCC subset of X. The Hurewicz theorem then implies that D is a Z-set
in X (see [Daverman and Walsh, 1981], Proposition 4.2).
A subset F of an ANR X is a Zn-set for some integer n  0 provided each

map of the n-cell I n into X is approximible by maps whose images miss the
subset F.

Given a collection {f03B1} of maps of spaces Y03B1 into a space X and an open
cover e of X, we say that the collection {f03B1} is &#x26;-small provided {f03B1(Y03B1)}
refines u.

6.2. LEMMA. Let X be a separable ANR and suppose that for some integer n &#x3E; 1,
compact subsets and Zn+1-sets and X satisfies the discrete n-cells property and the
discrete ( n + 1)-carriers property. Then for each open cover * of X, there exists
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an open cover ir of X refining e such that if {fi ; In+1 ~ X}~l- 1 is a W-small

family of maps for which {fl(~In+1)}~i=1 forms a discrete family, then there

exists a C1J1-small family {gl : In+1 ~ XI °° 1 of maps that satisfies g, =fi on
~In+1 for all i and for which {gi(In+1)} ~i=1 forms a discrete family.

Proof. Let q¡’ be a refinement of C1J1 such that each element of C1J1’ is
contractible in some element of e and let W be a locally finite star-refine-
ment of C1J1’. We find it convenient to use the standard ( n + 1)-simplex 0394n+1
rather than the ( n + l)-cell In+1 in the proof. For i = 1, 2,..., let fi: 0394n+1 ~ X
be a map such that fi(0394n+1) c W for some W ~ W and such that

{fi(~0394n+1)}~i=1 forms a discrete family. Choose open sets Vi and V’i in X such
that

and such that {ClXV’l}~l=1 is discrete. Let V be a refinement of 1X’ by open
sets such that st(ClXVl, V) c V,’ for all i.

For each i, fl represents an element zl = [fl] in Hn+1(Wi, Vi). Since X
satisfies the discrete ( n + l)-carriers property, there exist carriers (Cl, ~Cl) c
(st(Wl, V), st(Vl, Y» for i*(zi), where i* is induced by the inclusion

(Wl, Vi) c (st(Wi, V), st(Vl, V)), such that {Ci}~i=1 forms a discrete family.
Since st(Wl, V)~st(Wl, W) for some U’l ~ u’ and st(Vl, V) ~ V’l,
(C,, aCl) is also a carrier for 1’*(z,) where i’* is induced by the inclusion
(Wl, Vl) ~ (U’i, v:’). Let z,* ~ Hn+1(Cl , ~Cl) be an element whose image in
Hn+1(U’l, V’l) is i’*(zl) and let bi be a relative ( n + 1)-chain in (Ci, ~Ci)
representing z*i. Since [bl] = [ fi in Hn+1(U’i, V:’), h l is homologous mod V,’
to bi and there exists an ( n + l)-chain a, in V’l such that h - bl - a = ~dl for
some ( n + 2)-chain d 1 in U’ . Let c, = bi + a; = h - ~di so that 8 c, = 8 f, . Then
c, can be represented by a map 03A8i : (Ni, ~Ni) ~ (U’l, l§’) where Ni is a

compact ( n + l)-dimensional cell-complex with subcomplex aN = ~0394n+1 and
such that 03A8i|~Nl = fi |~0394n+1 and 03A8i(Ni) = Icll = |bl + ai| ~ Ci ~ |ai|. Ob-
serve that the families {Ci}~i=1 and {|ai|}~i=1 are discrete in X ( |ai| c ClXV’i).
Since each |ai| is compact and hence a Zn+1-set in X, we may assume that
(Ci u |ai|}~i=1 is pairwise disjoint, and hence also discrete. This is possible
since Ci is the support of a singular chain of dimension n + 1. Thus, the
collection {03A8i(Ni)|~i=1 is discrete in X.

Let Mi be the union of N and the cone on its (n - l)-skeleton. Using the
fact that U’ contracts in U for some U E u, we can extend ’¥i to a map
~i : Mi ~ Ui. Since X satisfies the discrete n-cells property, {~i(Ni)}~i=1 is

discrete, ~i(Ni) is compact and thus a Zn+1-set and Mi - Ni is n-dimensional,
we may assume that {~i(Mi)}~i=1 also is discrete in X. Note that Mi is

(n-1)-connected and that ~in+1 is null-homologous in Ni, hence in M;,
where in+1 : 0394n+1 ~ 0394n+1 is the identity. Therefore, by the classical Hurewicz
theorem, in+1|~0394n+1 is null-homotopic in Mi, hence fi |~0394n+1 =
CPi 0 in+1|~0394n+1 is null-homotopic in ~i(Mi). Since {~i}~i=1 is a 011-small family
of maps whose images form a discrete family, we are done.
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6.3. PROPOSITION. Let X be a separable ANR in which compact subsets are
Zn+1-sets where n &#x3E; 1 is an integer. If X satisfies the discrete n-cells property and
the discrete ( n + 1)-carriers property, then X satisfies the discrete ( n + 1)-cells
property.

Proof. Let u be open cover of X and {fl : In+1 ~ X}~i=1 a sequence of maps.
Let 11/ be an open refinement of u as promised in 6.2. and choose an open
refinement V of W covering X such that elements of V are contractible in
elements of ire For each i, choose a finite triangulation Tl of In+l so fine that
for each a E Tl, fi(1 al) is contained in some V E V. Since X satisfies the
discrete n-cells property, we may assume that {fi(|T(n)l|)|~l=1 forms a discrete
collection of compacta in X. For each i, choose a closed neighborhood Nl of
fi(|T(n)i|)} such that {Nl|~i=1 is discrete. For each ( n + 1)-simplex a of Tl, let
c(a) = |1 aa | [0, 1] be a collar in 1 a | on |~03C3| and write 10’1 = c(a) u 
where c(03C3)~ = |~03C3| {1}. Assume that c(a) is chosen so that fl(c(03C3)) ~
IntXNl. Use the fact that X is an ANR that satisfies the discrete n-cells

property to obtain maps gi,03C3 : |~03C3| {1} ~ IntXNl, where 0’ is an (n + 1)-
simplex in 1;, such that

is discrete and each gi,03C3 is homotopic to h Il aa | {0} via a homotopy whose
image is contained in N ~ V for some V E 1/. Use these homotopies to extend
h Il T(n)i| to maps gi defined on |T(n)l|~[~{c(03C3)|a is an ( n + 1)-simplex in
Ti}] such that the image of gl is contained in Ni, each gl(c(03C3)) is contained in
some element Vof V, gi I |~03C3| {1} = gi,03C3, and gl = fi on |T(n)i|. Use the fact
that each V in 1/ is contractible in some W in W to extend gi~~03C3| {1} to 
and then use 6.2. to obtain extensions of the gi to maps still called gl that are
defined on |T(n+1)l| = In+1 such that

is discrete and refines u. For each i, let

Since Ci c Ni, {Ci}~i=1 is discrete in X and obviously {Di}~i=1 is discrete in X.
Since Ci is compact for each i and therefore a Z,,,,-set, we may assume that
{Ci U Di}~i=1 forms a discrete family (via small adjustments of the ( g, 1 â’)’s).
Observe that gi is e-close to fi and {gi(In+1)}~i=1 is discrete since gl(In+1) =
Ci U Di.
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The reader should observe that it is not necessary to restrict ourselves to the

boundary set setting in order to prove the results 6.2. and 6.3. Similarly, the
following holds in the general case.

6.4. THEOREM. If X is a topologically complete separable ANR that satisfies the
discrete 2-cells property and the discrete n-carriers property for each non-negative
integer n, then X satisfies the discrete n-cells property for each non-negative
integer n.

Proof. Apply 6.1. and 6.3.
If we restrict ourselves to the boundary setting, we obtain the following result.

6.5. COROLLARY. Let F be a dense a-Z-set in the locally compact separable ANR
X. If for some n &#x3E; 0, F is proximately Lcn rel X and proximately 1cn+1 rel X,
then F is proximately LC n + 

1 rel X.

Proof. The hypotheses imply that compact subsets of X - F are Zn+1-sets.
Apply 4.4., 5.3., 6.3., then 4.4. again. We note, however, that this could be
proved directly, similarly to the proofs of 6.2. and 6.3.

7. Proof s of the main results

Proof of 3.1. If X is an s-manifold, then X satisfies the discrete approximation
property and easily X satisfies the discrete carriers property. For the converse,
if X satisfies the discrete carriers property and the discrete 2-cells property,
then 6.4. implies that X satisfies the discrete n-cells property for each

non-negative integer n. Then 4.5. implies that X satisfies the discrete ap-
proximation property and Torunczyk’s s-manifold characterization theorem
(2.1) guarantees that X is an s-manifold.

Proof of 3.2. i) implies ii) is a trivial consequence of the definitions; ii) is

equivalent to iii) follows from 5.3.; ii) implies iv) since 5.1. and 5.5. combine to
imply that X X A satisfies the discrete 2-cells property and the discrete
n-carriers property for all n, hence 6.4. and 4.5. apply to show that X X A
satisfies the discrete approximation property; iv) implies v) follows from 2.1.,
4.6. and 4.5.; v) implies vi) is trivial. It remains to prove that vi) implies ii) and
ii) proves i).

vi) implies ii) follows from the following result.

7.1. THEOREM. Let X = X - F and A = A - Fo be as in Theorem 3.2. and let n be
a non-negative integer. Then the following are equivalent:
i) F is proximately 1cn -1 rel X;
ii) X satisfies the discrete n-carriers property;
iii) ( X X Fo ) U ( F X A ) is proximately 1cn rel X X A;
iv) X X A satisfies the discrete ( n + 1)-carriers property.
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Proof. The equivalence of i) and ii) and of iii) and iv) follows from Theorem
5.3.; ii) implies iv) follows from Proposition 5.5. It remains only to prove that
iii) implies i). The proof is almost exactly the same as the proof of ([Bowers,
1985c], Proposition 3.4) except that one uses open neighborhoods rather than
E’s and 03B4’s. The necessary changes are straightforward.
We now prove that ii) implies i). ([Bowers, 1985b], Lemma 3.2) guarantees

that X satisfies the following property:

For every open cover e of X, there exists a countable open cover
V= {Ti}~i=1 of X, a locally finite countable complex K with maps
v : X ~ |K| and IL: |K| ~ X, and positive integers n (1), n (2), ... (4)
such that p o v is *-close to idX and, if a is a simplex of K of
dimension greater than n(i), then v(|03C3|) ~ Vi=~ for i = 1, 2, ....

Assume that X satisfies the discrete n-carriers property for all non-negative
integers n and, given an open cover * of X, choose an open cover e of X
such that e-close maps into X are u-homotopic. Choose an open cover W of
X such that st2if/" refines 1? and let Y’, K, IL, v, n(1), n (2), ... be as

promised in (4) for the cover 1X’ of X. Without loss of generality, we may
assume that V is star-finite. Let tzil be a sequence of homology elements
with zi E Hq(i)(Ai’ Bi) for open sets Ai:D Bi and non-negative integers q(i).
The idea of making ’{zi}’ discrete is first to push each zi up to K via v# and
represent each as a simplicial chain. Then push each such chain back to X via
03BC# and use the discrete n-carriers property to make ’{zi|q(i) = n}’ discrete
for each n. By property (4), this new collection of carriers for {zi} will be
locally finite and the disjoint carriers property, which follows from the discrete
carriers property, can be used to make these carriers pairwise disjoint while
preserving the local finiteness. Details of this argument follow.

As in Theorem 5.3., [3.n] implies [2.n], letting ci be a singular chain
representing z;, we may obtain singular chains = 03BC#~03BB03BD#(ci) that represent
i’*(zi). Here i’* is induced by the conclusion (Ai, Bi) c (st(Ai, u), st(Bi, e»
and q is a chain map from oriented chains on an appropriate subcomplex of K
to singular chains with chain homotopy inverse À. If for some i, q(i) &#x3E; n(i),
then |ci|~Vi=~. This follows from (4) and the fact that ~03BB03BD#(ci) is

supported on a union of q(i)-simplices of K. Use the fact that X satisfies the
discrete n-carriers property for all n to obtain carriers {(Ci, ~Ci)} for {1*(zi)},
where i* is induced by the inclusion (Ai, Bi) C (st2(Ai, u), St2 (Bi, u)), for
which {Ci|q(i)=n} is discrete for each n and each Ci is contained in

st2(| ci|, j/’). Observe that if Ci n Vk ~ ~, then there are integers k’ and k "
such that Vk ~ Vk, ~ ~, Vk, n Vk" ~ ~, and Vk" ~ |ci| ~ ~ and hence q(i) 
n(k"). In general, if Ci ~ Vk ~ ~, then q(i)  m(k) where m(k) =

max{n(j)|Vj c st2(Vk, V)}, which exists and is finite since V is star-finite.
This implies that {Ci} is locally finite since ( C; |q(i) = n} is discrete for each
n. Now using the fact that X satisfies the disjoint carriers property, we can
adjust the collection {Ci} to obtain a collection {(Di, adi)l of carriers for
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{i*(zi)} such that (Dil is both pairwise disjoint and locally finite, hence
discrete. This completes the proof of 3.2.

8. Applications

The homological analog of a Z-set in an ANR X is a closed subset D that has
infinite codimension in X, thaf is, Hq(U, U - D) = 0 for all open subsets U
and all integers q  0. It is known that if X has a nice ANR local compactifi-
cation, then X - D is an s-manifold for a Z-set D in X if and only if X is an
s-manifold [Bestvina et al., 1986; Bowers, 1986]. In this section we prove the
homological analog of this result.

In [Bestvina et al., 1986] the usual notion of Z-set is refined to give the
correct and useful notion of homotopic negligibility in the setting of non-lo-
cally compact ANR’s. A closed subset D of a separable ANR X is a

strong-Z-set if, for each open cover 0Jt of X, there is an open set V containing
D and a map f : X ~ (X - V) *-close to the identity. Equivalently, D is a
strong-Z-set in X if D is a Z-set and X satisfies the discrete approximation
property at D, that is, for each open cover * of X and map f : ~~i=1I~l ~ X,
there exists a e-approximation g to f such that {g(I~i)}~i=1 is a discrete
collection at D, meaning that each point of D has a neighborhood meeting at
most one element of {g(I~i)}~i=1. In general, as examples of [Bestvina et al.,
1986] illustrate, the concepts of Z-set and strong-Z-set do not coincide, the
latter being a strictly stronger concept. However, if X has a nice ANR local
compactification (in particular, if X is locally compact), every Z-set is a

strong-Z-set [Bowers, 1986]. We need the homological analog of this result in
order to prove the main results of this section. This is the content of the next

lemma. In general, a closed subset D of an arbitrary separable ANR X that
satisfies the conclusion of the lemma might be said to have strong infinite
codimension in X.

8.1. LEMMA. Suppose the closed subset D of X has infinite codimension in X,
where X = X - F for a a-Z-set F in the locally compact separable ANR X. Then
for each non-negative integer n and open cover 0Jt of X and sequence {zi E

Hq(i)(Ui, Vi)}~i=1 of homology elements in X where Vi c Ui are open and q(i)  n,
there exists carriers (Ci, ~Ci) for i*(zi), where

is inclusion-induced, such that {Ci}~i= 1 is discrete at D.

We delay the proof of 8.1. until the end of this section.

8.2. COROLLARY. Let X and D be as in Lemma 8.1. If n is a non-negative integer
and X - D satisfies the discrete n-carriers property, then X satisfies the discrete
n-carriers property.
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The proof of 8.2. is an easy application of 8.1.

8.3. THEOREM. Let X = X - F for a a-Z-set F in the locally compact separable
ANR X and A = A - Fo for a dense a-compact collection Fo of endpoints of the
dendrite A. If D is a closed subset of X with infinite codimension in X, then

(X - D) X A is an s-manifold if and only if X X A is an s-manifold.

Proof. The ’if implication is obvious. For the ’only if’ implication, since
X - D has the nice ANR local compactification X - ClXD and since (X - D)
X A is an s-manifold, 3.2. applies and therefore X - D satisfies the discrete
carriers property. By 8.2., X satisfies the discrete n-carriers property for each
non-negative integer n and hence by 3.2., X X A is an s-manifold.

8.4. COROLLARY. Let X and A be as in Theorem 8.3. If D is a closed subset of X
with infinite codimension in X and if X - D is an s-manifold, then X X A is an
s-manifold.

Compare 8.4. with ([Bowers, 1986], Corollary 1, Section 4) where 8.4 is proved
in the special case that D is compact. There, this special case of 8.4. is used to
show that various examples of fake s-manifolds that arise as images of fine
homotopy equivalences defined on s stabilize to s-manifolds upon multiplica-
tion by A.

The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of 8.1.

Proof of 8.1. The proof is similar to the proof that [3. n ] implies [2. n ] in
Theorem 5.3. Given an open cover * of X, as usual let ok be an open cover of
an open subset Y of X containing X so that  = u~ X and and write Y as an

increasing union of compacta: Y = U Y. Choose open covers
;=1

of Y that satisfy the following properties:
i) V is as promised in 5.4. for the space Y and the star refinement 1X’ of 

that covers Y;
ii) A is locally finite and st2A refines ir and, if A ~ Yi ~ ~ for some A ~ A,

then A c IntYYi+1;
iii) for i = 0,..., n - 1, d¡ star-refines f1d¡ and each element of ei is con-

tractible in some element of Ai+1;
iv) A0 is countable and star-finite and there are maps Y - |N(A0)| ~ Y

so that 03BC(|A|) ~ A for each A ~ A0 = N(A0)(0), 03BC ° 03BD is A-homotopic
to idY, and jn is an A-realization.

Let K = N(A0)(n) and assume that the vertices of K are linearly ordered and,
as in the proof of 5.3., whenever we write ~A0,..., Ap~, we shall assume that
Al precedes Ai+1 in the linear order on K(0) and we shall use a to denote not
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only a simplex in K, but also the oriented simplex induced by the linear
ordering on K(0). Using iii) and the facts that D has infinite codimension and
F is a a-Z-set, construct a chain map

where W(K) (respectively, g(X)) denotes the complex of oriented (respec-
tively, singular) chains in K (respectively, X), so that for each oriented

simplex 03C3 = ~A0,...,Ap~ of K, a is singular p-chain in X carried by an
element A in W for which A ~ Ai =1= cp for i = 0,..., p and 1 a ~ D = ~. Using
ii) and the fact that A0 is star-finite, it is easy to show that each point in X
has a neighborhood that meets at most finitely many 1 a | for a e K, hence

~03C3~K|| 1 is a closed subset of X that misses D.
As in 5.3., let q : (K) ~ g(|K|) be the natural chain equivalence from

oriented chains in K to singular chains in |K| with chain homotopy inverse
À. Using i), iv) and 5.4. and the fact that F is a a-Z-set, one can obtain a chain
homotopy G of 03BC#~ to such that G (a) is carried by some W in 1X’ for each a
in K. If c is any singular p-chain in X with p  n, then the chains c, 03BC#03BD#(c),
03BC#~03BB03BD#(c), and (03BB03BD#(c)) are all carried by st2(1 ci, A) and their boundaries
are carried by st2(|~c|, A). Using iv) and the chain homotopy G, one can
show that all four chains represent the same element of Hp(st(|c|, u),
st(|~c|, u)), hence

is a carrier for such an element.
Now if zi ~ Hq(i)(Ui, Vi) as hypothesized, then, letting the singular chain c,

represent zi,

is a carrier for i*(zi). Our claim is that {Ci}~i=1 is discrete at D. This follows
easily since each Ci is contained in the closed subset U 1 a 1 of X that misses

03C3 ~ K

D.

9. Questions

The main unresolved question in this paper is the following question.

9.1. Question

Can statement vi) of Theorem 3.2. be replaced by the statement: X X B is an
s-manifold for some finite-dimensional separable metric space B?

Question 9.1. also should be asked in the boundary set setting for B.
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9.2. Question

Can statement vi) of Theorem 3.2. be replaced by the statement: X X B is an
s-manifold for some finite-dimensional space B, where B has a nice ANR
local compactification?

The answer to the following more general question is presently unknown.

9.3. Question

Let X and B be separable metric ANR’s with B finite-dimensional. If X X B
satisfies the discrete carriers property, must X satisfy the discrete carriers
property?

We point out that 9.3. has an affirmative answer in case X and B are locally
compact and the discrete carriers property is replaced by the disjoint carriers
property. See [Daverman and Walsh, 1981].
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